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August 23, 2018 
 
Mary-Pat Stein 
President, CSUN Faculty Senate 
 
 
 
 
Dear Mary Pat, 
 
I wanted to take this opportunity to address some misconceptions concerning CSUN’s commitment to 
its General Education cross-cultural requirements and its approach to implementing CSU Executive 
Order 1100R. I understand that there are continued questions concerning our approach. I hope this 
email will provide clarity and answer those questions. 

As you know, the Board of Trustees has the responsibility under California Education Code to adopt rules 
and regulations governing the CSU, including regulations focused on General Education. Individual 
campuses cannot ignore these rules. Failure to carry out system-wide policies exposes CSUN to possible 
sanctions or penalties imposed by the Chancellor’s Office.  

President Harrison and I are absolutely committed to academic freedom and shared governance. 
However, this is not an issue of these foundational principles. Rather, it is a reflection that Section 
40405, General Education Breadth Requirements, of the California Code of Regulations, is a creation of 
the Board of Trustees, and the Board – and the Chancellor through the authority invested in him by 
Section 40405.4 – retains the responsibility and authority to determine how the breadth requirements 
for General Education are to be structured. CSUN must carry out system-wide mandates. It is because of 
our commitment to shared governance and academic freedom that we ask faculty to find the best way 
to align our diverse curriculum with EO 1100R.    

I remain confident that our shared commitment to diversity – and to Section F in particular – can be 
harmonized with the system-wide requirements. However, the reality remains that EO 1100R is more 
than just an interpretation of Section 40405; it is the implementation of 40405. 

I look forward to further engaging and working with the Faculty Senate on a path forward that fulfills 
our obligation to the system and retains our culturally rich curriculum within our general education. I am 
optimistic that together we can accomplish this.  

Thank you, again, for your leadership and the continued efforts of our faculty, staff and administrators 
in support of our students’ success.    

Sincerely, 

 

 
Stella Theodoulou 
Interim Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs  
 
 


